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A man and his fiancée parked their car in a legal parking spot near the 40th precinct. The spot was 
the first legal space outside a no parking zone. PO Rodriguez and another officer pulled up 
alongside their vehicle in their police car. They asked the couple to move their car so they could 
have the space. At this point, the couple began recording the incident. On the recording, they could 
be heard discussing PO Rodriguez’s request that they move so that the officer can park. 

PO Rodriguez stopped his marked car nearby and approached the car on foot, asking for their 
license and registration. Another officer measured the tint in their windows. The tint measured 18%, 
which is legal in New York State (tinted windows are allowable up to 30% tint, see N.Y. Vehicle and 
Traffic Law § 375(12-a)). The officers issued a summons for the 18% tint and walked away. 

Upset, the people left their car and walked across the street to the 40th precinct, where they asked to 
file a complaint. The officers in the waiting room told them to wait for a supervisor to arrive. While 
they were waiting, PO Rodriguez came back into the precinct and asked the woman (who had been 
in the passenger seat) for her license and registration. Although she had not been driving and did not 
know why she was to produce her identification, she complied. As she held her identification in her 
hand, PO Rodriguez grabbed her arm and handcuffed her. Other officers grabbed the man who had 
been driving and handcuffed him and took him to the floor. 

The two people were then brought to the holding cell in the back of the precinct. Upon searching 
the man’s wallet, PO Rodriguez found a PBA card. He called the name on the card and discovered 
that the man’s relative was a police officer. He then issued the pair summonses. 

During his CCRB interview, PO Rodriguez made multiple statements that were contradicted by the 
recording. For example, he consistently stated that the pair had been cursing at him and abusive 
throughout the encounter, but the recording showed them to be calm. He consistently attributed 
statements to them that they did not make. He stated that he had not asked them to move in order 
to park his police vehicle in their space, but on the recording the civilians and the officer discussed 
moving the car so that he could park. 

He also stated that the woman had made threatening gestures and was creating a hazardous 
condition before he handcuffed her, which the video showed was not true. 
The CCRB found that PO Rodriguez had engaged in multiple acts of misconduct (including 
arresting the couple in retaliation for coming to the precinct to file a complaint) and had made false 
official statements in his interview. 

The NYPD disciplined PO Rodriguez by giving him a Command Discipline B. He has since been 
promoted to detective. 
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him about it afterwards. When shown video footage of  holding her identification in front of PO Rodriguez, PO Galimi 
stated that he did not recall see that at the time and did not know where he was positioned. Nevertheless,  continued to 
yell, though PO Galimi did not recall any specific statements other than PO Rodriguez verbally providing his name and shield 
number. PO Galimi did not recall if PO Rodriguez ever mentioned that  could be arrest for any reason. 
 
Amidst their conversation,  began recording the incident with his cellphone, which he extended in front of his body. 
As he did so, he approached closer to PO Rodriguez, though PO Galimi could not estimate how close he was. PO Rodriguez had 
his back turned to  and PO Galimi could not see if  was merely extending the phone or making 
physical contact with PO Rodriguez, so he ordered  to move back. PO Galimi did not recall if  made 
any statements, but when he failed to move away, PO Galimi grabbed him by the shoulders and guided his body away from PO 
Rodriguez. However,  used muscular resistance to pull against PO Galimi, so within five to ten steps, both of them 
accidentally tripped and fell to the ground.  landed on top of PO Galimi, so other officers immediately assisted by 
restraining  and bringing his hands behinds his back. PO Galimi could not estimate how long the process took. PO 
Galimi did not know which additional officers were present, even after reviewing video stills from the incident.  
 
Because PO Galimi had been engaged with  he did not see what happened between  and PO Rodriguez. 
After both civilians were handcuffed, PO Rodriguez escorted them away, and PO Galimi had no further contact with either 
civilian. However, PO Galimi did not know where he went or what he did while the civilians were being processed. PO Galimi 
did not hear  say that he wanted to file a complaint or PO Rodriguez tell  to “Shut the fuck up.” 
Furthermore, PO Galimi did not see either civilian frisked or searched, nor did he hear PO Rodriguez state that if  
did something he did not like, he would beat him with a baton and pepper spray him. PO Galimi did not hear PO Rodriguez ever 
make any threat of force against  or use any profanity while speaking to him. 
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Subject Officer: PO MICHAEL SOTO 
 At the time of his interview, PO Soto was a 31-year-old Hispanic male who stood 5’5” tall, weighed 150 pounds, and had 

brown hair and brown eyes. 
 PO Soto was assigned as the telephone switchboard operator at the 40th Precinct, working from 11:15 p.m. on March 7, 2015 

to 7:50 a.m. on March 8, 2015. He worked alone, was dressed in uniform, and was on foot. 
 
Memo Book 
PO Soto did not have any entries in his memo book regarding this incident. At 11:20 p.m., roll call was conducted and he was 
assigned as the T/S operator. At 7:50 a.m., he ended his tour. 
 
CCRB Statement 
PO Soto was interviewed at the CCRB on May 12, 2015. At <11:13>, PO Soto was shown video of the incident. The following is 
a detailed summary of his statement with any inconsistencies or alterations noted. 
 
At approximately 1:30 a.m. on March 8, 2015, PO Soto was behind the front desk of the 40th Precinct stationhouse in the Bronx 
when  and  entered. The civilians were upset and immediately explained to PO Soto that they had just 
received an unjustified summons.  stated that after parking outside on the street, PO Rodriguez asked him to move 
because he needed it for an emergency. He further explained that after refusing to move, PO Rodriguez gave him a summons for 
tinted windows. Despite being upset, neither  nor  was yelling or acting disorderly. PO Soto asked if they 
wanted to speak with the officer’s supervisor, to which they agreed. Although there were possibly two other officers in lobby, 
though he did not recall who they were. When shown video stills from the incident, PO Soto identified himself and PO Mercado. 
 
PO Soto then went upstairs to tell Sgt. Bektashaj about the situation, though he was busy at the time and could not come down.  
After only a few minutes, PO Soto went back downstairs where he observed a commotion in the front lobby. In addition to PO 
Rodriguez, other officers were present, though PO Soto could not recall who or how many were there. No other civilians were 
present. Before the commotion came into view, PO Soto heard PO Rodrigues requesting identification, though he did not know 
the reason for the request, the circumstances that precipitated it, or whether any civilian produced the identification. When they 
came into view, PO Soto observed PO Rodriguez engaged in a physical altercation with one of the civilians, though he could not 
recall which one. From about twenty feet away, PO Soto heard raised voices from PO Rodriguez and   
 
Apart from attempting to place one of the civilians in handcuffs, PO Soto could not describe any specific actions taken by PO 
Rodriguez or any assisting officer. PO Soto did not recall whether any civilian was taken to the ground, even after viewing video 
footage of  going to the ground. PO Soto did not make any physical contact with either civilian nor did he assist 
with either arrest. He did not witness any officer punch  with a closed fist. The physical altercation lasted no more than 
one minute before both civilians were handcuffed. 
 

 and  were subsequently escorted to the back of the stationhouse, though PO Soto did not speak to them or 
know what ultimately happened to them. He did not tell  that he should not have come into the stationhouse to file a 
complaint nor did he tell  to “shut the fuck up.” PO Soto did not recall hearing any other officer make such 
statements or use any profanity while speaking to  PO Soto did not hear PO Rodriguez ever threaten  
with the use of force, specifically by telling him that if he did something he did not like, he would beat him with a baton and 
pepper spray him. PO Soto did not discuss this incident with PO Rodriguez after it occurred.  


